The poet hated repetition in his works. Not just in ideas or metres. Even in such minute details like words etc. That being the case, the straightforward answers to these questions wouldn’t have confirmed to his philosophy. I wonder what he did to those answers. Whatever he did, I think it led him to a source of paradoxes.

1. Which city’s team does he play for? (2)
2. Identify this popular Volkswagen model (2)
3. In this Dali painting, the room is shaped like a hollowed out version of which platonic solid? (5)
4. To which order of mammals do these 2 animals belong (3)
5. Identify the capital of the country whose flag is shown here. (6)
6. This demon is personification of lust, one of the deadly sins. Identify. (2)
7. Movie please. (4)
8. Identify the rightmost character. (3)